
Watch’s notice:

Please follow illustrated image of the listing to adjust the watch.
For example: FM202

In order to be responsible for your cherish watch and prolong the watch’s
life, please read it 3 times carefully.

1、Automatic watch is powered by wrist movement, doesn’t need battery. As

you wear it, it will automatically continue to wind more. Or you can manually wind
up the watch (rotate the crown) to get enough energy to keep it working well. If
your watch doesn’t get enough energy, it may cause large deviation or stop working.

Quartz watch is powered by battery, and the battery life is about 2 years.

2、When using for the first time, please manually wind up your watch, energy

dial shouldn’t exceed 35.

3, Please make sure to adjust date calendar between 6:00 and 9:00(the watch hands
point at 6:00-9:00), otherwise, it will damage the watch.



4、About milanese stainless steel strap watch, if you take off it, please unfold the
watch, keep the movement far away from magnetic buckle, prevent the movement
from being magnetized.

5、Please avoid wearing it in hot water or under thermal steam environment, (such
as hot springs, sauna ).

6、Please avoid wearing it in a larger temperature range, it will cause condensation 
in the watch.

7、Please avoid contacting with chemical reagents directly, such as perfume, cam-
phor pill, those chemicals will corrode the appearance of the watch.

8、Please avoid collision with keys, stones, or some hard material, prevent scratch-
ing or breaking the mineral mirror.

9、Please avoid the watch long-term being close to TV, monitor, or other strong
magnetic device, prevent the watch from being magnetized.

10、Water resistant to 30 meters in general, withstands rain and splashes of water, 
bu t not for flushing, bathing or swimming.

Hope you have a good shopping experience!!!

Thanks again for choosing FEICE~


